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rack spreadoptions are one of the most interesting i~novations to have .arisen in futures
markets in recentyears. While futures options
contractshave beentraded in the United States
for nearly 15 years, the New York Mercantile
Exchange less than two years ago became the first
exchangeto offer markets in options on spreads between
two futures prices. Specifically, this is the crack spread
betweenheating oil and crude oil, and the spread between
unleaded gasoline and crude oil. A key to the successof
any new contract is to identify a segmentof the underlying
market with demandfor an exchange-tradedinstrument that
is unsatisfied. For crack spread options, the most natural
users are petroleum refiners, who are provided with an
important new meansof profiting if margins widen while at
the same time limiting lossesif margins decline. Another
vital element to the successof a new contract is to be sure
the investment comn1.unityis comfortable with how contract values are detennined. It is important that crack spread
options are valued in a maMer consistentwith the methods
used for futures options valuation.
The F~undation
The foundation of modem..dayoptions pricing theory
was laid by Fischer Black and Myron Scholes in 1973.
Under the assumption that stock prices are lognormally
distributed at the end of the option's life, they derived a
valuation equation for European-stylecall and put options
on non-dividend-paying stocks. Their model was easily
generalized to account for options on different types of
underlying assets.Robert C. Merton, also in 1973. adapted
the model to price options on stocks with continuous dividend yields, and Mark Garman and StephenKohlhagen in
1983 showed how to adapt the model to value options on
foreign currencies. For the futures industry, the most
important variation of the Black-Scholes model was that
devised in 1975 by Professor Black, who developed the
valuation formulas "forcall and put options on futures.
From a practical standpoint, the most serious limitation of the Black model is that it values European.style
furores options. Futures options traded in U.S. market5 are
American-style, and the right to early exercise may have
significant value. The two most common approaches to
valuing American-style options on futures contracts are
the binomial approximation method I and the quadratic
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approximation method". These methods rely on the same
assumptionsas the Black model, except that they attempt
to account for the infinite number of early exerciseopportUnities that the American-style options holder has during
the option's life. The binomi.almethod does so by limiting
the underlying futures price movements (and hence early
exercise opportunities) during the option's life to a finite
number of discrete jumps. The quadratic approximation
does so by valuing the American-style option as the sum
of two components:the value of a European-style futures
option (whose formula is known) and an approximation of
the value of the early exercisepremium.
Valuing

Spread

Options

Spread options can also be valued within the BlackScholes framework. The technique is more cumbersome
becausethere are two sources of uncertainty rather than
just one. With heating oil futures options, for example,
valuation depends only on the price of the heating oil
futures, and, with crude oil futures options, valuation
depends only on the price of the crude oil futures. With
heating oil crack spreadoptions, valuation dependson the
prices of both the heating oil and crude oil futures. This
poses special problems, even for the valuation of
European-style spread options, because,if both the heating oil and crude oil furores have lognormal price distribu~
tions at the end of the option's life (as Black-Scholes
assumes),the level of the spread will not be lognormally
distributed. Among other things, this means is that there
are no absolute formulas for valuing spread options.
Approximation methods must be used for valuing both
European-styleand American-style spreadoptions.
To value the Exchange's NYMEX Division spread
options, I use a lattice-based approach that most closely
resembles a procedure developed by Boyle, Evnine, and
Gibbs (1989). The binomial method, as it is applied to valuation of spreadoptions, has four steps.To illustrate each
step as it is described.I use a hypothencal three-monthcall
option on the spread between heating ojl and crude oil
futures. The price of crude is assumedto be $20 per bar~
rei, and the price of heating oil $22 per barrel. The call on
the spread is assumed to have an exercise price of $2,
which meansthat it is currently at-the-money.The volatility rate of crude oil is assumed to b~ 20% annually, the
volatility rate of heating oil is assumedto be 30%, and the
correlation betWeenthe crude oil and heating oil futures

J Sce CI)X. Rossand Rubill-ttejn (1919) 01' /?sndlt!manJr. and BarrIer (/919)

2 SeeWhaley(1986)or 8arolle-AcJ~1
and r;?ltllsy/1987)

reUIms is assumedto be 0.85. The shan-term interest rate
is assumedto be 51110.

Step 1: Define the time inQremenb.
Like a standard application of the binomial method,
the option's Jjfe is divided into discrete intervals. First, the
user sets the number of time steps (n)3, The number of
time steps is then divided into the time remaining to the
expiration of the option (7) to define the length of each
time interval (~t), that is,

fuhJresprices increase (subscript uu), (b) futures price J
rises while futures price 2 falls (subscript ud), (c) futures
price 1 falls while futw'es price 2 rises (subscript du), and
(d) both futures prices faJI (subscript dd). The probabilities
of each eventare computed using the following fOtnlulas:
P lJU= .25 [1 + p ..5"';&

(0") + 0"2)],

P ud; .25 [1 -P -.5V& (0'1 -0'2) J,
P du ~ .25 [J -P + .SVLlt (O't -(1'2) J,
P du ~ .25 [1 + P + .5VA! (0", + u;!) J,

~t=1'

n

The greater the number of time steps, the more accurate
the valuation (but thc: slower the computational speed).
Setting the number of time steps equal to one means that
the time increment in our illustration is 0.25 years.4

where p is the correlation between the returns of the two
futures contracts. In our illustration, the correlation
between the crude oil and heating oj) relative price
change.sis .85. The nwnerical values of the probabilities
are therefore.
P!l1I = .25 [J + .85 -.S-.J.25 (.20 + .30) ] = .4313

Step 2: Compute the LIp-step and
down-8tep
coefficients.

P ud ~ .25 [1 -.85 -.5";.25 (.20 -.30) ] = .0438
Pdu = 25 [1 -.85 + .S-.J.25(.20 -.30) J ~ .0313

Like in the standard binomial method, the underlying
futures price is aIJow{~d
to jump up or down by a constant
proportion of the futures price in eachtime interval. The
up-stepand down-stepcoefficients are computed as,
UI ~ eOI"At

dl ;

U2 ~ eO2-J41

d2 = llu~,

flu!.

where the subscripts I and 2 denote futures contracts 1
and 2 (say,crude oil and heating oil) and 0", and 0'2are tl1e
volatility rates of the two futures contracts. With the
volatility rate of crude oil futures at 20% and heating oil
futures at 30%, the values of the up-step and down-step
coefficients are;
UI : e!o-J.2$= 1,]052,

d1

u'- ~ e-'rIV.:!)= 1.1618,

dz = .8607

~ .9048

Note that the higher volatility of heating oil is reflected by
a larger difference bctween the Uprstep and down-step

coefficients.
Step 3: Compute the up-step
down-step
coefficients.

tind

In the binomial method with two sourcesof uncertainty, four possibilities exist with each time step; (a) both
J ,SIJ/t/1!
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Pdu:' .25 [1 + .85 + .5-.J.25(.20 + .30)] ~ .4938

Note that the probabilities of crude oil and heating oil
futures prices rising and falling together are considerably
higher than those corresponding to price moves in opposite directions. This reflects the fact that the correlation
betweenthe heating oil and crude oil futures price movements is very high. If the price movementsof heating oil
and crude oil were independent(p =0), the probabilities
would all be close to 0.25.
Step 4: Set up the futures price lattice, identify
the expected value of the spread option, and

take the present value.
With the coefficients and probabilities computed,
valuing the spread option is straightforward. As is shown
in the table below, the price of crude oil futures in three
months is either 20(1.1052) ~ 22.]03 or 20(.9048) ~
18.097, and the price of heating oil futures is either
22(].1618) = 25.560 or 22(_8607)==18.936. These futures
prices imply the possible spread levels (the spread is
defined as the heating oil futures price less the crude oil
futures price). The spreadlevels, in turn, imply the spread
option values. Since we are valuing a call option with an
exercise price of 2.00, the spread option values are computed as the maximum value of 0 and the spread level less
the exercise price. We multiply the four possible spread
options values by their respective probabilities and then
sum to find the expected value of the option in three
months, 0.799. Taking the present value of this amount,
o. 79ge'O5(2~I,
the va}ue of the call option on the spread is

0.789.
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Prices and Values in 3 Months

Optionvalue

Nature of

Jump

,-'-c

Probability

up. up (uu)
up, down (ud)
down,up (du)
down,down (dd)

FUtures

~ri2e-

--

Spread

Spreadoption

times

level

value

probability

1.457
0.000
5.464
0.000

0.628

Crude on

Heating oil

22.103

25.560

3.457

22.103
18.097
18.097

18.936

-3.168

25.560
18.936

7.464
0.839

0.000
0.171
0.000

Expected spreadoption value in three months

0.799

Valueof spreadoptiontoday

0.789

The illustration of the four-step spread option valuation procedure given above uses only one time step. To
ensure accurate approximation of the spread option value,
a greater number of time stepsare needed. In Figure l, the
value of the spread option is shown using time steps ranging from one to 30. At one time step,the value is 0.789, as
shown in the above table. At two time steps, the value is
0.655, at three time steps the value is 0.758 and so on.
This binomial method converges on the "true" value of
0.752 after about 25 time steps.
For risk managementpurposes,traders are often interested in the sensitivity of an option's value to the option's
determinants. The "delta" of aD option is its sensitivity to
movements in the underlying futures price, and the "vega"
of an option is its sensitivity to movements in volatility.
For spreadoptions, the delta dependson the prices of both
futures contracts. To illustrate the sensitivity of the spread
option value to movements in the spread, consider the
value of the call option from our illustration, as the prices
of heating oil and crude oil change.As Figure 2 shows,the
spread option value increasesas the price of heating oil
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Figure 2
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rises relative to crude. Where the price of crude oil rises
relative to heating oil, tile option value falls
The vega of a spread option is slightly more complex
in the sensethat it depends not only on the volatility rate
of each of the futures contracts but also on the correlation
between the returns of the futures contracts. Generally
speaking, as the volatility of heating oil increasesrelative
to crude oil, the spread options value increases. But, as
Figure 3 shows, where crude oil volatility increases
beyond some critica11evel(relative to heating oil), options
value also inl..'reases.
The intuition for this latter result is
that increased crude oil volatility not only increases theI
chances of large upward moves in price (reducing the:
spread options value) but also increases the chances of
large downward price movements (increasing spread
options value).
Holding the volatility rates constant, the higher the
correlation, the lower the value of the spread as shown in
Figure 4. The intuition for this result is that the higher the
correlation, the less the chance that the difference between
the futures prices will change.
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Caveats

Studies

The spread options valuation and dynamics as
described in this article are developed within the BlackScholes framework. The principle benefit in doing so is
that valuation and risk managementprinciples are developed within a single, logically~consistent fashion. Much
-esearch remains to be done, however. Crude oil and
.:fined product prices have identifiable behaviors not
accounted for within the distributional assumptionsof the
Black~Scholesmodel. Crude oil prices, for example, tend
to be mean~revertingand related to the cost of extraction.
Heating oil and unleaded gasoline prices exhibit cyclical
behavior related to seasonaldemand.And the level of the
crack spread itself is mean-reverting and is inextricab}y
linked to the cost of refining. All of these considerations
can be handled from a modeling standpoint.~ The chal}engeis to considerthem all simultaneouslyand in an economically meaningful way. .
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